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Abstract This paper focuses on the transient performance
analysis of the User Part (UP) congestion and flow control
mechanisms in ITU-T Signaling System No.7 (SS7). In particu-
lar, we developed an analytic model that we use to study the
steady-state performance of the UP congestion control scheme.
Numerical results of the investigation are presented and dis-
cussed.
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1. Introduction

The Blue Book congestion controls are complex and their
description is spread widely and piecemeal across the
recommendations, [1]. Here we focus on the UP con-
trol (used in conjunction with the international Message
Transfer Part (MTP) control). The international MTP op-
tion is based on a single MTP message priority, a sin-
gle congestion onset threshold(O) and single conges-
tion abatement threshold(A), with A < O < L (L is
the buffer capacity). The link congestion status is there-
fore either congested or uncongested. For every mes-
sage that arrives at a congested link, a TFC (TransFer
Controlled) message is sent to the source SP (Signaling
Point), indicating the destination affected by the conges-
tion. On receipt of a TFC message the MTP informs all
local UP’s about the congestion situation by means of
MTP-STATUS primitives with indication CONGESTION
(CI’s). Both TUP (Telephony User Part) and ISUP (ISDN
User Part) have recommendations for UP congestion con-
trol which are very similar, [1], and we consider them
together. The UP reduces traffic to the affected destina-
tion in steps, under the control of two timers designated
in ISUP as T29 and T30 (in TUP as Tue1 and Tue2)
which are started on receipt of the first CI. If a con-
gestion indication is received after the expiry ofT29 but
beforeT30 expires, the traffic load is reduced one more
step and bothT29 and T30 are restarted. IfT30 expires,
then the traffic load is increased by one step andT30 is
restarted. This is repeated until full load has been re-
sumed.

In this Letter, we propose an accurate method for
steady-state probabilities calculation of the overall UP
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congestion controlled process. Next, we use that method
to study the steady-state performance of the UP conges-
tion control scheme.

2. System description

In order to develop tractable model we consider the
queueing behavior of SS7 messages in an outgoing link
of an STP (Signaling Transfer Point) (like as shown in
Fig. 4, [2]). LetS denote the number of source-destination
UP using this link. In case of full traffic load, messages ar-
rive to the link according to a Poisson process with rate
Sλ0 (we assume that the message generation process for
each UP is identical). For the sake of simplicity, we ig-
nore the(TFC +CI) notification delay. For this reason,
it is unreasonable to study the effect of theT29 timer and
we restrict our attention to the case whereT29 = 0. Fur-
ther, even though the lengths ofT30 is deterministic, we
assume that the length ofT30 has exponential distribution
with meanθ = 1/E[T30].

We assume that during the period of the congestion
statusn (uncongested(n = 0) or congested(n = 1)), mul-
tiplexed messages arrive according to a Markovian ar-
rival process (MAP) with representation(Cn, Dn), [3].
Let K be the maximum reduction step of traffic load
in an UP. Define the state of an UP ask (1 ≤ k ≤ K)
if the UP has reduced its traffic loadk times since be-
ginning with full load. We assume that each UP whose
state isk sends messages according to a Poisson pro-
cess with rateλk (λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λK ). Let Xk(t) be
the number of UPs in statek at time t. HenceJn(t) =
(X1(t), . . . , X K (t)) (n = 0,1) can be defined as the un-
derlying process of the arrival to with state space con-
sisting of (i1, . . . , iK ). Conditions 0≤ i j ≤ S and 0≤∑K

j=1 i j ≤ S determined the total number of states in the
underlying processes. The state such that

∑K
j=1 i j = 0

is the impossible in theJ1(t) because we ignored the
(TFC +CI) notification delay. According to theUP con-
gestion control scheme, non-zero entries of parameter ma-
trices are given by

C0: (i1, i2, . . . , iK )−→ (i1, . . . , ik−1 +1, ik −1, . . . , iK )

with ratesikθ, 2≤ k ≤ K .

D0: (i1, i2, . . . , iK )−→ (i1, i2, . . . , iK )

with rates
(

S −∑K
j=1 i j

)
λ0 +∑K

j=1 i jλj .

C1: (i1, i2, . . . , iK )−→ (i1, . . . , ik−1 +1, ik −1, . . . , iK )

with ratesikθ, 1≤ k ≤ K −1.

D1: (i1, i2, . . . , iK )−→ (i1, i2, . . . , iK )

with rates
(

S −∑K
j=1 i j

)
λ0, and

D1: (i1, i2, . . . , iK )−→ (i1, . . . , ik−1 +1, ik −1, . . . , iK )

with ratesikλk, 2≤ k ≤ K .
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The diagonal elements of the matrixC0 andC1 are nega-
tive values to makeC0e + D0e = 0 andC1e + D1e = 0
respectively (wheree is a unit column vector with the ap-
propriate dimension).

3. Transient analysis of the UP Congestion
Control

We assume that the message lengths are exponentially
distributed with meanC/µ bits whereC is the trans-
mission speed of the STP link in bits/second. Then
the steady-state model of the UP congestion control
scheme can be described by an continuous time Markov
chain Z(t) = (B(t), ψ(t), J(t), t ≥ 0). B(t) andψ(t) de-
note the queue length and the congestion status of the
STP buffer at timet. All the transitions can be bidi-
rectional except for those entering the congestion and
uncongestion regions (indicated byψ(t) = 0 → ψ(t) =
1 and ψ(t) = 1 → ψ(t) = 0) which mast be unidirec-
tional. Dividing the overall chainZ(t) at those unidirec-
tional transitions we obtained two alternating transient
subprocessesZ0(t) = (0 ≤ B(t) ≤ O,0, J0(t), t ≥ 0) and
Z1(t)= (A ≤ B(t)≤ L, 1, J1(t), t ≥ 0).

The steady-state probabilities of the overall controlled
process,Z(t), can then be represented by means of the so-
lution of the mean sojourn time in both subprocesses. De-
notex0 = (

x0
0, x0

1, . . . , x0
O

)
andx1 = (

x1
A, x1

A+1, . . . , x1
L

)
as the mean sojourn time matrices of both transient sub-
processes. Since thatZ0(t) and Z1(t) always starts on
level A −1 and levelO +1, respectively,x0 and x1 we
can obtain, for instance, by the Generalized Folding-
algorithm, [4]. Finally, we can obtain the queue length
distribution as follows

πi =




cp0x0
i , 0 ≤ i ≤ A −1

cp0x0
i + cp1x1

i , A ≤ i ≤ O

cp1x1
i , O +1≤ i ≤ L

(1)

where p0 and p1 are probability vectors of the initial
phases of the level where each subprocess starts. To obtain
this, we introduce an embedded Markov chain at those in-
stances.c is determined by the normalization condition.

Once the queue length distribution is obtained, the
performance measures can be easily obtained. We define
βE =µ(1−π0e) as the effective throughput (information-
bearing messages only). In the UP congestion control
scheme the effective throughput is equal to the total
throughput. Letb andw be the random variables that de-
note the queue length and the message delay in the link
respectively. Mean values of these quantities are obtained
as follows.

E[b] =
L∑

i=0

iπie E[w] = E[b]
βE

(2)

Fig. 1. The effective throughput againstT30 for different offered
traffic.

Fig. 2. The mean message delay againstT30 for different offered
traffic.

Fig. 3. Perturbation of onset threshold atρ = 0.9.
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